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Abstract. The article is devoted to the problem of analyzing the 

controllability of pipeline systems (PLS) of the power industry (heat, 

water, gas, etc.). Controllability for the first time is considered as a 

complex property that includes such private properties as permissibility, 

reliability, and efficiency of PLS operation conditions achieved by the 

control. Against the background of the general characteristics of the 

processes of the intelligent automation of PLS management, the urgency of 

the problem of quantifying the resulting systemic effects is revealed. A 

brief structuring of the goals and objectives of the analysis of PLS 

controllability is given. Probabilistic models of their operation conditions 

are introduced, taking into account the uncertainty of external influences 

and the internal state of the PLS. A system of probabilistic indicators for an 

integral quantitative assessment of the controllability of the PLS, which 

can be used as a basis for analyzing the potential effects of introducing 

various components of the PLS intellectualization, as well as developing 

controllability standards is proposed. 

1 Introduction 

At present, in economically developed countries, the concept of intelligent networks (Smart 

Grid) [1–3 and others] is being actively studied in depth, including pipeline systems (PLS) 

for various purposes (heat, water, gas, etc.) [4–7 and others]. The main goal of PLS 

intellectualization is to obtain a fundamentally new platform that ensures the harmonization 

of the requirements and capabilities of all parties involved in the processes of obtaining, 

transport and consumption of the target product (water, gas, thermal energy, etc.). The 

analysis of the PLS intellectualization problems [8] shows the focus on ensuring the 

following basic conditions: 1) dynamic pricing systems that encourage consumers to 

change their usual consumption schedules; 2) a common information space, as the main 

system-forming factor responsible for the observability of the processes of production, 

distribution and consumption for all participants in these processes; 3) a high level of 

controllability of the system, as the main way to harmonize the requirements of consumers 

and producers. 
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The theory of intellectualization of PLS is still in its infancy and does not allow 

quantifying the potential benefits of the transition to this platform. The focus is on the 

methods of optimal planning and management of PLS [9–14 and others]. However, there 

are practically no works devoted to the special study of the problems of PLS technological 

controllability and intellectualization as a degree of increasing of this controllability. This is 

largely due to the lack of controllability indicators and methods for their evaluation. 

Especially important is the assessment of synergistic (systemic) effects from the combined 

use of different components of intellectualization. 

The article deals with the issues of quantitative assessment of controllability. Against 

the background of a brief description of previously obtained results in this area [15], the 

main attention is paid to considering this property as complex. 

2 Analysis and formulation of the problem  

The issue of controllability is associated with the feasibility of management. The concept of 

controllability first appeared in the variations calculus, and then was introduced into the 

modern theory of optimal control along with the concept of observability. A joint 

consideration of both concepts, their study, formalization and proof of duality as applied to 

linear dynamical systems was first conducted by Kalman [16,17]. A brief review of existing 

concepts of controllability in the theory of optimal control, the theory of reliability of 

energy systems, and management of engineering networks is given in [15]. 

In the context of the problems of the intellectualization of the PLS, it is suggested that 

controllability means  possibility to achieve the goals of management with the help of 

control tools [15]. The difference between this definition and the generally accepted one is 

that controllability means the possibility of attaining the necessary (required, permissible, 

useful), and not any states. 

The analysis of controllability can be differentiated depending on: 1) its level for 

qualitative and quantitative; 2) conditions on a priori or a posteriori (in hypothetical 

conditions or according to retrospective data); 3) the required details on the integral or 

differential. 

Special actualities are issues of a priori integrated assessment of controllability, 

especially as an integral part of the problem of its synthesis. It seems that in this context, 

the issue of controllability of PLS has not been studied enough, because it has a 

multidimensional nature. Among the main aspects of its consideration can be identified 

target, temporal, spatial and informational. They are conditioned, respectively, to 

multicriteriality of management tasks, the distribution of management processes in time and 

geographically, the uncertainty of information. Below there are the issues of quantitative 

assessment of controllability, taking into account informational and target aspects. 

3 Probabilistic models of controlled states of PLS  

In real conditions, the change in the PLS states in time is a random process, the individual 

implementations of which almost never repeat. Therefore, the assessment of the 

consequences of control can be expressed as a function of the distribution of the control 

results without reference to the target aspect. 

States changes are influenced by three main factors: 1) regular environmental exposure 

(vector G ); 2) targeted control (vector u ); 3) sudden changes in the internal state of the 

PLS of a random nature. Analysis of the impact on the operation of the last type PLS 

(perturbation) of disturbance (equipment failures, accidents, etc.) is the subject of reliability 

theory and is not considered here. 
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Uncertainties are not only related to the randomness of environmental parameters ( G ), 

but also with approximation of information about the PLS elements parameters (vector α ), 

specifying the internal technical condition of the PLS. Parameters that simultaneously 

belong to both the model and the external environment are called boundary conditions. 

With that, it is possible to decompose the state parameters { , }R Y G . Respectively, the 

controlled flow distribution equations can be written as ( , , , ) U Y G u α 0  or 

( , , )Y φ G u α , where φ  is implicit vector-function that uniquely determines the values of 

dependent state parameters Y  for given values of vectors G , u  and α . The introduced 

functional dependence reflects a deterministic causal relationship between the parameters 

of controlled flow distribution. 

We will consider vectors G ,α  random, and obeying the normal distribution law with 

parameters obtained as a result of measurement, foreast or identification.  That is 

ˆ( , )mg GNG G C  и ˆ( , )naN α α C , where ˆ ( )EG G  is mathematical expectation G ; 

ˆ ( )Eα α  is vector of parameters estimation α ; ( )T

G G GEC ξ ξ , ( )TE  C ξ ξ  are 

covariance matrices; ˆ( )G  ξ G G  is random deviation vector G  from its mathematical 

expectation; ˆ( )  ξ α α  is vector estimation errors α ; dim( )mg  G ; dim( )na  α , 

dim( )  is dimension of vector. Without loss of generality the identification results will be 

considered uncorrelated with stochastic boundary conditions and the control vector will be 

determined.  

Respectively, the probabilistic flow distribution model can be represented as: 

( , , , ) U Y G u α 0  ( , , )Y φ G u α ,                                           (1) 

 ˆ( , )mg GNG G C ,    ˆ( , )naN α α C ,    ˆ ˆ[( )( ) ]TE   G G α α 0 .                (2) 

In many practical cases, the nonlinear distortion of the distribution ( , , )φ G u α  can be 

neglected, which allows to approximate it with a normal (Gaussian) distribution with 

acceptable accuracy. Then the problem is reduced to determining the parameters of this 

distribution: ˆ ( )EY Y  and ( )T

Y Y YEC ξ ξ , where ˆ( )Y  ξ Y Y . Considering u  as a given 

deterministic vector, we realize linearization (1) in the vicinity of the initial ˆ ˆ{ , }G α : 

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( , ) ( ) ( )
 

    
 

φ φ
Y φ G a G G α α

G α
. Applying to this expression the expectation 

operation, we get 

  ˆˆ ˆ( , )Y φ G α .                                                        (3) 

At that Y G 

 
 
 

φ φ
ξ ξ ξ

G α
.  Hence (as ( )T

GE  ξ ξ 0 ) 

 ( )

T T

T

Y Y Y GE 

      
     

      

φ φ φ φ
C ξ ξ C C

G G α α
,                        (4) 

The matrix 
YC  reflects the degree of uncertainty Y . As can be seen from (4), this 

matrix is a function of two terms, the last of which reflects the contribution of identifiability 

[18].  

Thus, the analysis of the consequences of control u  is reduced to solving the traditional 

problem of flow distribution (3) from the initial data ˆ ˆ{ , }G α  in combination with the 
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additional procedure (4) calculating the covariance matrix 
YC  from the given matrices 

GC , 

C , and the derivative matrices / φ G , / φ α , calculated at a point ˆ ˆ{ , }G α . Examples 

of introduced vectors, functions, and derivatives for models of steady-state hydraulic state 

are given in [15,19]. The questions of obtaining relations for covariance matrices in relation 

to other types of flow distribution models (with lumped, variable, and distributed 

parameters) are given in [20]. 

4 Indicators of the PLS controllability 

In the role of the main goals of control, let’s emphasize the ensuring of permissibility, 

reliability and efficiency of states. These requirements are listed in order of importance, as 

in the absence of the permissible area, consideration of other aspects is meaningless, and 

the requirement of consumer provision is included in the notion of permissibility. The 

permissible area in most cases can be represented as bilateral inequality-constraints 

  Y Y Y .                                                          (5) 

From the probabilistic models introduced above, it follows that even with a fixed 

control the existence of many different states is possible. Thus, in the role of quantitative 

estimation of the control effects can be used the probability of belonging to the permissible 

area of states 

 ( ) [ ( , ) ] ( )

Y

Y

p p f d      Y Y Y Y φ G α Y Y Y ,                            (6) 

where p  is probability; ,Y Y  are the boundaries of the permissible area of a random 

vector Y , ( )f Y  is probability density function. 

Even if the mathematical expectation Y  is outside the permissible area (5), there is 

(perhaps a very small) probability of states implementation belonging to this area and vice 

versa. Changing the values u , it is got other values Ŷ , 
YC , and respectively p . Therefore, 

considering the vector Y  as a random vector-function ( )Y u  of an independent 

deterministic argument, it is possible to influence the probability value (6). Thus, in the role 

of the integral quantitative assessment of the controllability of the PLS, the value of 

 * max ( ( ) )ap p  
u

Y Y u Y ,                                                (7) 

which we call the maximum probability of belonging to the permissible area. 

The problem of controllability analysis by this indicator is reduced to the search for an 

extremum (7) under the conditions (1), (2) taking into account the restrictions on 

permissible control  

  u u u .                                                               (8) 

  Respectively, various estimates of controllability over a period T  can be constructed, 

for example: the average probability 
*

0

1
( )

T

ap t dt
T 

 over a period; the time during which the 

condition *

a ap   is satisfied, where 
a  is the preset threshold of permissible probability; 

average time of continuous fulfillment of this condition, etc. 
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Indicator (7) requires to find such a mathematical expectation of the state ˆ ( )Y u  that is 

as far as possible from the boundaries of the permissible area, implicitly providing an 

estimate of how wide or narrow this area is. 

The next important indicator, reflecting the aspect of state reliability, is the probability 

of the state going beyond the permissible limits ( *

rp ). Even beyond a single state parameter 

overruns can result in the destruction of equipment, disruption of consumers' supply, the 

occurrence of water hammer phenomena, cascade development of accidents and other 

negative consequences, the damage from which is difficult to estimate in advance. 

The independent value of the indicator *

rp  in relation to *

ap  is determined by the 

following: 1) with the same probability of belonging to the interval, there may be a 

different probability of violation of one of its boundaries; 2) the probability of simultaneous 

violation of both boundaries of the interval is zero. 

The probabilities of violation of the upper and lower bounds of a single state parameter 

iY , depending on the control u , are defined as: 

 ( ) ( ( ) ) ( , )

iY

i i i i ip p Y Y f dY



   u u Y u ,   ( ) ( ( ) ) ( , )

i

i i i i i

Y

p p Y Y f dY



    u u Y u . 

Respectively, for the indicator *

rp  it is proposed to take the minimum of the highest of 

these probabilities for all the state parameters that can be achieved by control. That is 

(denoting dim( )ny  Y ) 

    * min max max ( ), ( ) , 1,r i i
i

p p p i ny  
u

u u .                            (9) 

This probability is called the minimal probability of violation of the permissible area. 

The problem of the controllability analysis by this indicator is reduced to the search for an 

extremum (9) under the conditions (1), (2) and (8). Note also that the indicator (9) is 

convenient for normalizing the reliability of the state by setting acceptable values 

, , 1,i ip p i ny   . 

When considering the issue of control efficiency, preference is given to natural energy 

indicators, as the economic ones are related to external price. On the other hand, with 

indicators of energy efficiency, it is possible always to get their monetary value in a 

specific price situation. 

Introduce into consideration the balance equation for the power of the flows of working 

medium transported by PLS  

 *

I NW C CN N N N   ,                                              (10) 

where IN  is power input from outside PLS; NWN  is power loss in pipeline networks; *

СN  

is net power used by consumers; СN  is excess power in the nodes of consumption. 

Let’s introduce the following integral indicator of the efficiency of the PLS 
*( ) /E NW C C IN N N N    , which has the physical meaning of the efficiency factor of 

the input power flow. This indicator tends to unity with a decrease in power losses in the 

network and excess power in the consumption nodes. 

The indicator E  can be easily transformed into the coefficient of useful use of primary 

energy resources (electricity, fuel, etc.) through the corresponding characteristics of the 

efficiency factor of power and power generating equipment *( ) /IE NW C C IСN N N N    , 
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where ( )IC IC IN N N  is the energy consumption of equipment for creating power flow 

IN . 

Each component (10) is a function of the state parameters R , including boundary 

conditions G . For example, for a steady-state hydraulic state: 

PL

NW i i

i I

N y x


  , * * *

C

C j j

j J

N Q P


  , 
С

* *( )С j j j j

j J

N Q P Q P


   , ( ) ( )
S PS

I j j j i i i

j J i I

N P Q Q H x x
 

   , 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
S PS

IC j j j j j i i i i i

j J i I

N Q P Q Q x H x x 
 

   , where ,S CJ J  are sets of nodes of flow rate and 

consumption; ,PS PLI I  are sets of branches, modeling pumping stations (PLS) and pipelines; 

jP  is pressure in the node j ;  
jQ  is the flow rate in the node for 

Sj J  and the flow rate 

of the node for 
Cj J ; ,i ix y  are flow and pressure drop on the branch i ; 

iН  is increment 

of pressure on the branch with PLS; * *,j jQ P  are required (useful), nodal flow rate and 

pressure for 
Сj J . Here the boundary conditions include the parameters: 

jP , 
Sj J  and 

jQ , 
Сj J . 

With this, as well as the relationship of the state parameters (1), it is seen that the 

entered indicator   is an implicit function of random arguments and control: 

( , , )  G u α . Respectively, the problem of the controllability analysis by this indicator is 

reduced to obtaining the probability density function (as 2ˆ( , )N    ) for it at the point of 

the maximum value *̂  that can be achieved by control. This problem has the form 

 *ˆ max ( ( ), ) 
u

Y u G  under conditions (1), (2), (5), (8).               (11) 

By adding conditions to these limitations ( ) ,i ip  u  ( )i ip  u , 1,i ny , where 

,i i    are given thresholds for the probability of violation of the permissible interval limits 

for each state parameter, it allows carrying out a comprehensive analysis of control 

efficiency taking into account the requirements for state reliability. 

To get the expression for 2

 , it is needed to linearize the implicit ( , , )  G u α  

dependence in the neighborhood of the solution of problem (11): 

G u 

  


  
  
  

ξ ξ ξ
G u α

. Then 2 2( )

T T

GE  

   
 

      
     

      
C C

G G α α
, as the 

value u  is assumed to be deterministic as well ( )T

GE  ξ ξ 0 . 

This shows that the uncertainty of the efficiency indicator   is similar to the factors of 

uncertainty of the state parameters (4), with the same comments about the role of 

identifiability. Having the parameters of a one-dimensional distribution 
2ˆ( , )N   , it is 

sufficient to simply obtain the probabilities of deviation   from a certain value (required, 

planned, desired), belonging to a certain range, and others. Also at the point of solving the 

problem (11) it is possible to check the probabilities of the deviation for the optimal power 

of PLS and its active elements from the stated, established, etc. 

5 Conclusion 

Against the background of a brief description of goals and unfolding processes of the 

intelligent automation of PLSs, the urgency of the problem of quantitative assessment of 

the obtained systemic effects is revealed. The problem of estimation of the effects of states 
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control under conditions of uncertainty of external influences and the internal state of PLS 

is considered. A constructive probabilistic approach for such an assessment is proposed. 

The direct dependence of the uncertainty degree of the control results from the degree of 

identifiability of PLS is shown. The final expression for this dependence is obtained. The 

problem of integral quantitative assessment of controllability, which is connected with the 

multi-criteria control of states in the conditions of information uncertainty, is investigated. 

For such an assessment, three indicators have been proposed that reflect the main aspects of 

control: permissibility, reliability and efficiency. The proposed indicators can potentially be 

used to develop of controllability, as the main cybernetic indicator of the intelligence for 

PLS. 

The research was carried out within the project III.17.4.3 of the Fundamental research program of 

SB RAS (AAAA-A17-117030310437-4) 
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